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Introduction:
This document has been prepared to discuss the use of HRC 555 headed bars as headed
shear reinforcement.

Background:
Headed shear reinforcement is commonly used in place of conventional hooked stirrups or ties
(generally single leg stirrups or ties) to reduce congestion, improve constructability and improve
onsite installation efficiency. Headed shear reinforcement is very advantageous in construction
especially in applications where large bar sizes (i.e., #7 - #11) are used due to the geometry of
their standard hooks.
In most cases, shear reinforcement is installed after a member’s primary reinforcement
installation is completed, requiring the bars to be fished or threaded through reinforcement
curtains, mats or cages. This can be easy to do with small bar sizes, but can become
excessively difficult with large bar sizes which are common in these applications.
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Original headed shear tie application in North Sea Offshore Oil Platforms (4#5 were replaced with 1#10 to
alleviate congestion and constructability issues)

With headed shear reinforcement, larger diameter bars and/or higher strength bars may be
used to aid in reducing congestion. Headed shear reinforcement has proven particularly
effective and practical in heavily reinforced foundations, slabs and walls by reducing congestion,
improving anchorage and improving installation speed. An added advantage is that the
concrete member will generally have higher shear capacity and/or better confinement under
extreme loads.

Double-headed shear ties in a foundation mat
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Dimensional Comparison:
As discussed above, one of the biggest advantages to using headed shear reinforcement in lieu
of hooked shear reinforcement is the reduction in “geometric presence” at the end of the bar.
This helps the ironworkers greatly in terms of efficiency and safety while still providing adequate
anchorage and development of the bar for the Designer. Heads allow for the bars to be easily
fished or threaded through reinforcement curtains, mats or cages. The figures below compare
standard hooks and HRC 555 heads with respect to their geometry.

#8 reinforcing bars (180-degree hook, HRC 555 T-Head, 90-degree hook)

HRC 555 head thickness is less than the bar diameter, so detailing issues are prevented and
the bearing area can easily be positioned where it is most effective; e.g., hooked around a
crossing bar, engaging maximum member depth.
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HRC 555 Head Dimensions:
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Shear Reinforcement Configurations:
Headed shear reinforcement can be fabricated in many configurations to suit the demands of
the application. At a minimum, one end will have a head, but the other end can have a head, a
standard hook or be left straight.

Common Applications:
Foundations
Headed shear ties (placed vertically) in foundations have proven to be an effective alternative to
conventionally bent shear ties, especially when large bar sizes are required by design. The
demand and popularity of this application is on the rise and is heavily influenced by both the
safety and ease of installation onsite.

#7 headed shear ties (135-degree hook at top & HRC 555 head at bottom)
HRC 555 also used to develop and anchor flexural reinforcing bars
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Parking Garage Foundation with #10 headed shear ties

Foundation with headed shear ties. Note installation is completed safely from above after reinforcing bar
mats have been installed.
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Double-headed shear ties in deep foundation mat

Headed end of shear ties are easily placed through the top and bottom mat, improving installation
efficiency
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Headed shear ties are easily placed through tightly spaced mat bars

Walls
Headed shear ties (placed horizontally) in walls have proven to be an effective alternative to
conventionally bent shear ties, especially when large bar sizes are required by design, high
levels of congestion exist, formwork operations dictate one side of the wall being closed or other
factors create a situation where placement of a double-hooked bar isn’t possible.

Sets of hooked cross ties were converted to single headed cross ties to reduce congestion
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Slip forming for these tunnel walls prevented a double hooked cross tie from being installed. Heads were
used on one end to facilitate easy placement from the “open” side of the wall curtain.

Beams
Headed shear stirrups (placed vertically) in beams have proven to be an effective alternative to
conventionally bent shear stirrups of any bar size, but are particularly effective when large bar
sizes are required by design. The demand and popularity of this application is on the rise and is
heavily influenced by both the ease & speed of installation onsite and the ability to reduce
congestion caused by stirrup hooks within the beam cage. Outer confinement ties should still
be used for practical and structural reasons, while headed shear stirrups can be used to replace
interior hooked stirrups. These can be configured in multiple ways depending on the specific
details of the scenario; single leg stirrups with a head on one end and a hook on the other,
single leg stirrups with heads on both ends or headed u-bars.

Possible configurations of interior headed shear stirrups in beams
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Beam cages on the San Francisco Bay Bridge project utilized headed shear stirrups
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Code Provisions:
Although not explicitly discussed in ACI 318 yet, headed shear ties are recommend in lieu of
hooked shear ties for structural reasons (better performance) as well as constructability (more
efficient installation). Headed bars for shear reinforcement were part of the discussions leading
up to the publication of 318-19 and the 318 subcommittees are working through the ballot
process on a Code change proposal for headed shear reinforcement at this time.

Prominent Research:
University of Kansas SM Report No. 126
This is influential research completed by Dr. David Darwin and his team of U of K that is driving
the development of ACI 318 Code provisions for headed shear reinforcement.
Key recommendations include:
•

Grade 80 steel be permitted for use as transverse reinforcement for shear.

•

Headed transverse reinforcement be permitted as an alternative to stirrups and crossties
for use as shear reinforcement in beams, foundations, and walls…

•

Headed transverse reinforcement is not required to engage longitudinal reinforcement to
be effective.

•

Requirements for depth of element, position of shear ties with respect to longitudinal
reinforcement and minimum side cover.

Details for foundations, slabs and beams, which portray HRC’s interpretation of the
recommendations and design & installation requirements contained within this report are
provided in Appendix A:
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University of Toronto - Anchorage of Single Leg Stirrups in RC Slabs and Walls
The purpose of this research was to compare the anchorage of single leg stirrups with 90°
hooks, 135° hooks, 180° hooks, and T-headed bars.
Key recommendations include:
• Stirrups with one 180° hook and one HRC 555 T-head were observed to be within 10%
of the strength of stirrups with two 135° hooks.
•

Test specimen SEA-T used stirrups with 180° hook on the top and HRC 555 head on the
bottom.

•

Placement of the headed stirrups in specimen SEA-T met the installation parameters in
the ICC-Es report AND the placement guidelines in the University of Kansas Report No
126 recommendations.

•

Headed bars in specimen SEA-T, although only 4Ab, met the CSA requirements to
develop tensile strength of the bar without crushing the concrete under the head.

•

The stirrups with one 180° hook and one T-head were the easiest to install in the rebar
cage. These stirrups could be removed from the rebar cage and reinserted into the rebar
cage without requiring a hammer. They also did not need to be tied to the longitudinal
steel as heavily because the T-heads could not potentially rotate when the concrete was
being poured.

Cage with T-headed stirrups (Test specimen SEA-T)

•

SEA-T testing observations state that the exposed T-heads showed that the concrete
directly above the T-heads were intact and solid. This means the T-heads did not crush
the concrete, which indicated that an anchorage failure likely did not occur on the bottom
anchors of the stirrups.
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HRC 555 head and solid concrete behind it

•

The conclusions state that single leg stirrups with one 180° hook and one HRC 555 Thead with 4 times the area of the bar may be able to be considered structurally
equivalent to single leg stirrups with two 135° hooks.
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Summary:
Based on the comprehensive research documents described above, and positive feedback from
actual applications, headed bars replacing hooked bars can be used conservatively with the
same installation parameters in shear reinforcement applications. HRC also recommends
considering increasing the bar size while reducing the number of bars to alleviate very close
spacing and ensure reliable concrete consolidation.
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Warning:
HRC products are designed to meet and exceed the standards referenced in this document, but individual project specifications and quality control
requirements apply. HRC destructively tensile tests finished products daily as part of our quality control, but cannot be responsible for material
furnished by local fabricators and/or contractors using HRC related equipment or components. Aspects of structural design, evaluation of product
fitness for use, suitability or similar attributes are the responsibility of others.
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APPENDIX A – Headed Shear Tie Details Based on The University of Kansas SM Report
No. 126

SM Report No. 126 – USE OF HEADED BARS AS SHEAR REINFORCEMENT
https://iri.ku.edu/sites/iri.ku.edu/files/files/pdf/SMRNo1262ndpr.pdf
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